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Abstract

WAP-G stands for a recent (4.Qrt 2000) real-life case
study dealing with the practical aspects of large scale
mobile entertainment services as currently prototyped b
European internet service providers.

Software platforms for mobile entertainment services
e.g., interactive multi-player games or profile based
personal matching using real-time geographica
information, are facing a number of software-technica
challenges, with respect to both, reliability as well as
scaleability.

In this case study report, we will provide a brief
outline of the specific requirements for the WAP-G
platform and, in the main part of the paper, focus on two
technical key issues in the context of interactive mult
player WAP games: maintaining consistent user sessio
and game state information in presence of unreliable WA
connections and device independent output generatio
and transformation for not fully standardized WML end
user devices.

The former issue has been dealt with by running a
array of server-side Mealy-style state machines yielding
consistent game state database used for session and ga
recovery in presence of flapping WAP connections. Th
latter challenge has been met by using an XML-styl
intermediate output representation based on a specifi
WML DTD in such a way that XML output generation and
translation happens as a side effect of state transitions
the above mentioned state machines. In this paper, bo
both problems together with real-life tested solutions ar
discussed in detail.

1. Introduction

Despite of an ongoing transition to the GPRS mobile
transmission standard, today’s wireless data networks
operated by European telecom service providers are s
based on GSM. Such networks provide a rathe
constrained communication environment compared t
state of the art wired networks: because of their inhere
0-7695-1435-9/02 $17.0
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technical limitations, wireless data networks tend to have
less bandwidth, higher latency, less connection stabilit
and less predictable availability.

Although GPRS will improve the situation with
respect to bandwidth and network latency significantly, the
practical impact on stability and availability is still to be
evaluated. For interactive text based services with rathe
low data transfer volumes, e.g., the interactive game
based on the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) as
discussed in this paper, limitations with respect to
connection stability and service availability are considered
more severe than a lack of bandwidth or guarantee
response time. Additionally, the micro browsers delivered
with WAP enabled mobile end user devices (e.g., cel
phones) feature a significantly smaller common core
functionality than  traditional html browsers.

Consequently, we focus in this report on session an
game recovery by means of finite automata (see [5] fo
background information and [8] for a particular
application in the database realm) and on device
independent output generation.

This case study about different approaches to
implement mobile services (WAP-games) was done in
cooperation with a private start-up company, which
planned to offer mobile entertainment services on the
European continent. The goal was to design an
implement a first prototype of a particular WAP (Wireless
Application Protocol) –service, using the current mobile
technology. Beside that, a generic prototype-framewor
was developed building a basic layer for implementing
specific mobile services in a JAVA-based programming
environment.

2. WAP-G Project Requirements

The current base-technology for mobile Internet
services is the Wireless Application Protocal (WAP 1.2).
The system prototype was implemented using a JAVA 2
programming environment, different JAVA standards and
JAVA-APIs like JAVA-Servlets, JSDK-session
management, JAVA-RMI and JDBC. For dynamic output
0 (c) 2002 IEEE 1
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generation, XML was chosen to represent the output d
in form of general document types, which are finall

translated via XSLT1 into either a specific WML2-dialect
or HTML.

Several non-functional requirements have been sta
by the service provider prior to actual prototyp
development work. In the following, a brief overview o
the most important system requirements is given.
• Session/state -management and -recovery

Since there is a need for user interaction a sessio
handling mechanism and accordingly a suitable sta
management is needed. The wireless application proto
is based on - and uses extensively - existin
communication-protocols like HTTP 1.1, which is a
stateless protocol. Session recovery in case of poss
failures is becoming more important for wireless network
as they are less reliable and stable. The system should
the responsibility to recover a user’s last state, if there w
a connection-loss or any other problem on the wa
between the service and the end device, which lead t
loss of an user-session. Similar requirements, i.
resuming open sesssions upon reconnection after a for
disconnet are described in [14].
• End-device independence

Any successful mobile service provider essential
has to support and provide content which is suitable f
every possible browser on the market. Handling two
three different major Web-browsers is already difficul
because of their incompatibility in some details to th

W3C3-specifications or proprietary standards, see also
material presented on the Web Accessibility Initiativ
(WAI), http://www.w3.org/WAI . However, the situation is
significantly worse in the wireless world, where aroun

504 different WAP-enabled devices exist, which - o
course - include different micro-browsers. In [13], sever
problems concerning platform independence a
addressed.

This and the fact that there is much more coming up
the near future, makes it essential to implement a rea
device-independent output generation, which finally c
be adjusted to a particular micro-browser by transformin
the output to a special WML-dialect, using XSL-styleshe
technology (see e.g. [15] for considerations on conte

1.  XSLT: Extensible Stylesheet Language
Translation

2.  WML: Wireless Markup Language
3.  W3C: World Wide Web Consortium
4. Approximate number of different WAP-enab-

led mobile handsets in March 2001
0-7695-1435-9/02 $17
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aware browser and device optimized presentation o
content).
• High reliability

It is extremely important to have a highly reliable
system. The main problem at this point is the - at the
moment - very unstable wireless network. This is one of
the requirements directly addressed in this paper.
• User - to User interaction

Not only interaction with the gaming system itself is
essential, but also with other users of that service. This
requires synchronization of user-actions and sometime
automatic refresh of the displayed service content, withou
any user-input.
• Generic framework to create special purpose service

on top of it
It is important to have a purely generic software

framework which provides all the basic functionality, in
order to make it easier to create new mobile applications
Basically, it should act as an abstraction layer, which hides
complexity of the underlying technology from the
developer of mobile services, who has to concentrate on
the service content, rather than thinking about technica
issues.
• Persistent data storage

Last but not least, the framework must include a
mechanism to store game data persistently. Addititonally
for some special services the application developer will
have a need for saving data persistently in a database, e.
for personalization of a service, or even for a whole
business process.

3. Runtime Environment and Request Processing

The overall runtime environment is shown in Figure 1.
Requests in this evironment are processed following a
simple bidirectional pattern. Referenced tags to be found
in Figure 1.
• any mobile device or HTML-browser is creating a

HTTP-request (tag 1), which is sent over the wireless
network infrastructure to a WAP-gateway. This
gateway is usually operated by the operator of the
mobile network (tag 2).

• the WAP-gateway produces a HTTP-Request and
sends that request to a server, which is identified by its
URL. In the case study at hand, an Apache Web-
Server 1.3.12 was used (tag 3).

• The server-side running Java-application (Java-
servlets) processes these requests, calls the busine
logic, and produces some application-dependen
XML-output, which is transformed by using XSLT
and a XSLT-processor into another XML-format (e.g.
WML) or HTML-format. The used stylesheet (XSLT)
is chosen dependently on the USER-AGENT. The
.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 2
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device-type is extracted from the HTTP-heade
(tag4).

• The servlet is also responsible for session handlin
and answering using an HTTP-response (tag 5).

Within this servlet-engine almost all of the server-side
functionality (the Java-framework and also business logic
is implemented and is actually running inside this Apach
module. Additionally, there are also two system-element
which are running outside the servlet-engine:
• an MS-Access database, which is accessed via JDB

ODBC-bridge.
• an RMI-registry, which is the home of some manager

objects. It is running on a Java virtual machine of its
own.

4.  Managing  user sessions and user states

One of the most important requirements for the
framework was state-management for multiple users.
particular, the system has to
• receive and handle HTTP-requests from severa

concurrent online-users
• handle for each user the current state in the system

facilitate redo actions and
• recognize a possible transient connection loss an

recover the user’s last state upon succesiv
reconnection of the user to the gaming system.
From a formal point of view, in this context a user is

interacting with an abstract reactive system. Viewed a

mobile
devices

WEB-
Browser

Runtime Environment

Apache Servlet Engine

Analyse HTTP-Header

Call to business logic
XML-output

Choose XSLT stylesheet
depending on device

Use XML-XSLT -
processor to generate

 (html, wml, etc..)

RDBMS
MS-Access

RMI-registry

SessionManager
GameManager

JAVA state machine

XML-output

XSLT-stylesheet

XSLT-processing

output for specific
end-device

Session-Handling

Apache WEB-Server 1.3.12
WAP-
Gateway

1

2 3

4

5

5

Figure 1: System Runtime Environment and Request
Processing Schema
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some sort of black box, the system determines legal us
actions (i.e., the set of possible user actions) based on
internal data set containing the current user state and th
current user input (or, in general, any other input from the
environment).

This state-change-mechanism is usually seen an
modelled by means of finite state automata. In our cas
we can use the Mealy machine model (see [5]) to show
how state changes triggered by external events in reacti
systems can be described and formalised. In the followin
subsection, this model is briefly described.

4.1. Generalized Mealy Machines

A Mealy machine is a finite automaton extended by an
additional output function. This can be used to mode
reactions (state changes and their side effects – in o
context outputs to mobile devices) on a particular inpu
sequence.

The definition of a Mealy Machine ([5], standard text
on automata theory) is seperated into two parts, defining
• a Generalized Mealy Machine Specification(GMMS)

which can be seen as template, which is used t
generate Mealy machines using a simple instantiatio
mechanism

• a Generalized Mealy machine (GMM), which
represents one particular instance of the Mealy
machine specification, in our case a session, a gam
and so on.

Definition 1: GMMS and GMM

Let Q, Σ and Γ denote three pairwise disjoint finite
sets, called the state set, input alphabet, and outp
alphabet, respectively.

A generalized Mealy machine specification (GMMS)
defined over Q,Σ and Γ is characterized by a partial
functionλ. This function used to map the machine´s state
set and input alphabet into the state set and into string
over the output alphabet.

λ: Q × Σ → θ × Γ*.
A generalized Mealy machine (GMM) is an extension

of a particular GMMS which is in a current state, sayθ.
Consequently, a generalized Mealy machine is fully
described by an ordered pair (θ, λ) with θ ∈ Q. EOD

A GMM in current stateθ receiving a symbolσ ∈ Σ
enters the specified successor state and produces
specified string of output symbols. This reaction can b
described in a denotational fashion by an ordered pa
(θnext, γ) = λ(θ, σ), with γ ∈ Γ* if and only if λ is defined
for (θ, σ). If and only if λ is not defined for (θ, σ) the
machine does not react at all. EOD
00 (c) 2002 IEEE 3
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    θ     θnext

σ | λ

(θnext, γ) = λ(θ, σ)

Figure 2: Visualizing a state transition
0-7695-1435-9/02 $
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State transitions diagrams, in an aggrega
representation (see [7] and [9]) also called Statech
visualize the structure of l in a graphical form, see Fig
2. It describes the behavior and the reactions of a syste
terms of system states and the corresponding s
changing events which are to be sensed by the system
Figure 3: Sample statechart visualizing the main control states of a player
17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 4
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4.2.  System reactions formalized by a GMMS - an
example

The following sample state-transition diagram in
Figure 3 shows the main user-states in the prototyp
Since it is a sample diagram, it does not show all states
detail. A specific game application would have to be
presented in another statechart, which visualizes the gam
itself.

The statechart shows all possible states and transitio
for a service-user under following simplifying
assumptions:
• a user has to login to the system first
• the user already selected a game
• the available games are synchronized two-playe

games which means that the players move one by o
until a win- or loose-situation occurs (Chess, Tic-Tac
Toe, etc.)
Two approaches how this kind of finite automata ca

be implemented, will be discussed in the following
section.

5. System Architecture

In order to achieve the system requirements, five ma
system actors have been identified. The process leadi
from an incoming HTTP-request to the HTTP-response
shown in Figures 4 and 5 below. However, state transitio
control can be implemented by two fundamentally
different concepts called Centralized State Control (CSC
and Decentralized State Control (DSC), respectivel
Below, the two design alternatives and the decision mad
for the prototype implementation are briefly described.

5.1Centralized State Control

One session handler, implemented as Java-Servl
listens for all incoming HTTP-requests on a server. I
receives and parses the incoming requests and is able
extract the input symbols (σ ∈ Σ) out of it (e.g. user id and
the user’s input). The session manager (generic sta
machine) performs the state-changes (θnext, γ) = λ(θ, σ). It
also remembers every user-stateθ, which enables the
system to recover lost user-states for a particular user
reconnection.

The business logic is the part which has to be
implemented by the service-developer and is not part
actual state machine. In fact, the game (business) log
yields the states and transitions for a special service (e
game) and therefore configures the generic state-machi

The output generation is that part of the class librar
which is responsible for the output function (γ ∈ Γ*),
which in our case is a predefined defined XML-documen
type format (see next section). The output manager sen
0-7695-1435-9/02 $17.
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the result of a request back as HTTP-response. Mos
important is its role as transformer of the output to a user
agent dependent markup language.

5.2.  Decentralized State Control

The difference to the CSC design layout is that there
is not only one SessionHandler, which listens for
incoming HTTP-request and forwards them to the state
machine, which implements theλ-function of the Mealy
machine, but there is a Java-Servlet for every possibl
user-state, see Figure 5.

Figure 5: System actors and flow of request-processing –
DSC

The HTTP-request is routed to the matching user
state-servlet, which performs the matching transitionλ(θ,
σ) and informs the state-machine (Session/State-Manage
about a state-change. The output-process remains the sa
and will be discussed in the next section.

5.3. Design Decision CSC versus DSC

The main reason to use the DSC layout (i.e., the
alternative described in Subsection 5.2) would be the
bottleneck on the entrance to the system in the CSC
layout, which initially yielded severe performance

Session Handler Business Logic
(λ − function)

Output Generation

                 *

Output Manager
    Transformation

Session-/State-Manager
(Generic state machine)

HTTP-
request

HTTP-
response

σ Σ∈

γ Γ∈

Figure 4: System actors and flow of request-processing
– CSC

State3 - Servlet3 Output Generation

                *

Output Manager
    Transformation

Session-/State-Manager
(Generic state machine)

State2 - Servlet2

State1 - Servlet1

HTTP-
request

HTTP-
response

σ Σ∈

σ Σ∈

σ Σ∈ γ Γ∈
00 (c) 2002 IEEE 5
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problems when serving many concurrent users at a ti
during early test runs.

On the other hand CSC fulfills very well the
requirement to have some kind of abstraction layer f
mobile service developers, who do not want to think abo
the underlying state transition mechanism. In this conte
CSC provides a high level abstraction from th
0-7695-1435-9/02 $17
 of the 35th  Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS-35�02) 
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me

or
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underlying processes and is therefore much easier to
handle for service developers, as they only have to specify
and implement theλ-function. DSC in turn appears less
maintainable and provides more room for errors, as every
state is implemented as one Java-Servlet.

Considering these arguments, CSC was finally chosen
to be implemented in the prototype, as the performance
Figure 6: Class diagram for session/state management and -recovery
.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 6
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problem was assumed to be solved by software- an
hardware-tuning in a later stage.

5.4.Class library for session and user state handling

The class-diagram in Figure 6 shows an excerpt of th
complete class library and will help to understand th
structure and collaboration between the objects.

A class calledSessionHandlerextendsHTTPServlet.
This servlet is the single entry point from the mobile
network into the system. This means, that every URL
referring to this prototype, is containing (directly or
indirectly) a reference to this class. TheSessionHandler
can extract information like user-agent, etc. and differen
parameters from the HTTP - header via theHTTPRequest
- class, also provided by the JSDK API. Most importantly
it is able to find out a session identifier. A user objec
represents the end-user. This object contains informatio
like memberID, password, name and so on. Furthermore
contains a reference to the user’s currentStatus-object,
calledcurrentState.

Statusis the base class for every possible state, a us
can have in the whole system. If the user comes into th
system, he or she has to login first. Therefore the user is
theLoginStatus. One can find this class as a derived clas
from Status. In the classStatusthere are two methods,
which are declared abstract. A specific state is displayin
its contents to the user withshow(), nextState()decides
which state is the next one and performs also all side
effects. When the user logs in, a user-object is create
containing a reference to his/her first state. After that th
user-object is put into the session-object. For each reque
the JSDK API can find out the right session-object
belonging to a particular session (or user). This happe
via URL-rewriting or cookies.

The session-object can provide the reference to th
user-object, so that the state-machine can continue to
its work.

Another task of theSessionHandleris to fill an
instance of the classResources, which provides all the
other classes with resources of every type. From databa
connectivity to global servlet-parameters, one can get an
global resource or information.

Last but not least there is the RMI-interface to the
SessionManager. A server-object, which holds a vector of
all currently logged-in users. TheSessionHandleruses the
remote methods to update the list of currently logged-i
users, to have in case of a connection failure the possibili
to recover the last state of a user. The framework manag
a list of currently logged-in user-objects. User-objects als
contain the user’s last status in the system. Therefore t
list always represents the latest system-state, whic
enables the framework to recover lost sessions a
0-7695-1435-9/02 $17.0
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described above. It would also be possible to store this
data in a database. The solution using an RMI-serve
object was chosen, because of its simple interface and th
possibility to store whole Status-objects rather than fla
data.

6. Output - generation and -transformation

Another requirement wasdevice-independent output
generation, a very important one, because of the rapidly
developing and innovative mobile handset-market. Every
month we can expect two or three new WAP-enabled
handsets to be announced on the mobile market. Therefo
one of the challenges of this project was to find the mos
suitable technology, providing the required independence

The second goal of this part of the project was to
design a simple class-library, to create WML-user
interfaces in a comfortable way. WAP-application-
developers, who are familiar with the WML-basics, should
be able to use it without knowing much about the
underlying technology.

6.1. Using XML as intermediate representation

XML (eXtended Markup Language) was chosen as
most flexible way to create structured information, which
can be transformed into any handset specific markup
language on the fly. The current approach to maintain
flexibility in creating output for mobile communication is
the extensive use of XML and  XSLT.

Basically, XSLT is a standard way to describe how to
transform (change) the structure of an XML - document
into an XML document with a different structure using
stylesheets. It can be thought of as an extension of th
Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL).

Consequently, also in the WAP-G project XSLT is
used to describe how to transform thesource treeor data
structure of an XML document into theresult treefor a
new XML document, which can be completely different in
structure. The coding for the XSLT is also referred to as a
style sheet and can be combined with an XSL style shee
or is used independently.

Since WML can be regarded as an XML-dialect, we
are able to use this technology to generate different WML-
styles (Stylesheets) for each mobile device, which has to
be supported.

The prototype uses the implementation of the XML-
parser and the XSLT-processor from the XML-project of
the Apache Group. Apache’s XALAN - stylesheet
processor is available in the version 1.1 and includes als
Apache’s XERCES - XML-parser. The state-machine
generates output-symbols (γ ∈ Γ*) in form of a standard
XML-file-format, specified by a Document Type
Description (DTD). This file is parsed and validated by the
0 (c) 2002 IEEE 7
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XML-parser. A stylesheet has to be written for ever
different browser (e.g. WEB-browser, WAP-browser)
which is the information source for the XSLT-processor, t
know, how to restructure the XML-file into another
language like HTML or WML.

Figure 7: Standard XSL-Transformation process

XML-document Stylesheets

XML-parser

(XERCES)

XSLT-processor

(XALAN)

Transformed
XML
(WML, HTML,.)              *γ Γ∈
Figure 8: Class diagram for output generation module
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6.2.. Functionaliy and features of the output generation
module

As usual in a Mealy machine, output is generated
side effect of state changes in the state machine. The st
machine provides a standard XML-output-file, defined b
a DTD.

The first part of the class-library, depicted in Figure
provides the WAP-developer with an easy interface
generate the output by hiding the whole tag-based out
process:

The base class for the XML-Output is calle
XMLPage. XMLPageincludes the basics for every possibl
screen (e.g. the XML-directory, where the output files a
created and so on...). It implements ashow- function and
defines an abstract member function calle
createXMLData(). XMLPageGeneralScreendefines the
0 (c) 2002 IEEE 8
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basic structure of a XML-file for WML-pages. There is
always atitle and two buttons, called accept, and prev,
which refer to the WML-specification.
XMLPageMultiContentand XMLPageMultiContentTimer
are finally those classes, which define the two most us
types of screens in the whole project.

To be able to contain multiple content
XMLPageMultiContent implements a vector of
ScreenContentElement, which is an abstract class defining
the basic interface of screen elements. The functi
createXMLTags() has to be implemented by each subclas
For every major WML-element there is aScreen<WML-
element> class. The function createXMLData() of
XMLPage creates an object tree, which represents t
XML-output tree. Writing this XML-tree in a physical file
on a disk is the task ofXMLOutputManager.

XMLPageMultiContent and the
ScreenContentElementsuse XMLElementto define their
tag-based structure.XMLElement is a subclass of
TagElement. TagElementdefines that there is always a
start tag and an end tag. In between there can be any o
element (content or data). We need this knowledge
creating a XML-file, which is tag-based.XMLElementhas
to implement the methodwrite(), which creates this
<tag>content</tag> structure, where content can inclu
an indefinite number of other elements.TagElementand
XMLElementwere designed using the composite - desig

pattern1. A subclass of an abstract superclass can cont
0-7695-1435-9/02 $17.
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an indefinite number of the same or other subclasses of the
superclass to represent a composition of any type (in this
case, the composition is a XML-tree of XML-elements),
because all of them implement the same interface.

In this case, the interface only consists of one function
called write(). This enables the framework, to have just
one entry point, namelyrootElement, where we call
write(), and the whole tree is generated in one single step.

XMLOutputManageropens an output stream to a
physical file on the disk and callswrite() for the
rootElement (which is the root for a whole WML-screen).
Before that, it also generates the header of the XML-file,
which includes the definition of the used DTD for this
particular XML-document type.

6.3 A document type definition for WML user inter-
faces

The DTD in Figure 9 defines a valid structure of a
XML-document. In the example below, the root-element
of a WML-screen is namedscreen. It defines, that a screen
consists of a title-, a submitURL-, a content-, an
acceptButton- and aprevButton-element. These elements
can consist of other elements. For examplecontent is
everything, the user can see, between the screen-title and
the buttons.

1.  Composite-pattern see [6] p. 163
<!ELEMENT screen (title, submitURL, content, acceptButton, prevButton)>

        <!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>

        <!ELEMENT submitUrl (#PCDATA)>

        <!ELEMENT content (paragraph,textline,input,link,image,selectList,multiSelectList)>

                <!ELEMENT text (#PCDATA)>

                        <!ELEMENT paragraph (text)>

                        <!ELEMENT textline (text)>

                        <!ELEMENT input (label, defValue, format)>

                                <!ELEMENT format (#PCDATA)>

                        <!ELEMENT link (label, url)>

                        <!ELEMENT image (label, wbmpUrl, gifUrl)>

                                <!ELEMENT wbmpUrl (#PCDATA)>

                                <!ELEMENT gifUrl (#PCDATA)>

                        <!ELEMENT selectList (label, options, defValue)>

                        <!ELEMENT multiSelectList (label, options, defValue)>

                                <!ELEMENT options (option)>

                                        <!ELEMENT option (#PCDATA)>

                                <!ELEMENT defValue (#PCDATA)>

                                <!ELEMENT acceptButton (label, url)>

        <!ELEMENT prevButton (label, url)>

                <!ELEMENT label (#PCDATA)>

                <!ELEMENT url (#PCDATA)>

Figure 9: DTD for  WML interfaces
00 (c) 2002 IEEE 9
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7. Conclusions

This case study shows that the rather simple Meal
Machine model bears sufficient expressiveness to mod
and describe rather complex reactive system
Furthermore, the states itself, including state changes a
output symbol generation was simple to implement, sinc
we created first a framework, which implemented th
generic state-machine.

This kind of state management also provided us wit
the opportunity to recover a user´s last state, even wh
they lost their session, which happens still quite often i
current wireless networks.

XML (and friends) is at the moment the bes
possibility to handle the problems occuring with the man
combinations of possible mobile devices, their browse
versions and the WAP-gateways they are using. Almo
every combination has its effects on the user-interfac
style. The weak commitment to WAP-standards of som
vendors makes difficult for developers of mobile service
Nevertheless XML is powerful enough to handle suc
difficulties and also showed its power in this prototyp
implementation.

A further interesting field of research would be the
implementation of an editing-tool to maintain and manag
XSL-files in a user-friendly way.
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